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#001
Posted by JaneDoe on 05/28/2021 at 7:43pm [Comment ID: 3577] - Link
Agree: 4, Disagree: 0

Left turn signals from Wilson to Geo Mason would be welcome, even if they're brief. The hill to the east of the fire station makes timing against oncoming traffic risky because you don't have line of sight.

#002
Posted by Melody on 05/26/2021 at 2:42pm [Comment ID: 3552] - Link
Agree: 9, Disagree: -1

The Bluemont Trail Crossing here always feels like a "Choose Your Own Adventure" in a not fun way.
Reply by SG on 05/28/2021 at 12:02pm [Comment ID: 3562] - Link
Agree: 5, Disagree: -2

Agree. To get from the trail to the crossing is not a direct route. It requires some agility and adept riding ability (if on a bike) to get to the crossing
Reply by Gillian Burgess on 06/08/2021 at 5:01pm [Comment ID: 3652] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

Exactly. A "choose your own danger"
Reply by Gillian Burgess on 06/08/2021 at 5:01pm [Comment ID: 3653] - Link
Agree: 2, Disagree: -2

Instead, there should be a "Barnes dance" phase where people using the trail can cross diagonally.
Reply by Laura Kirkconnell on 06/10/2021 at 3:48pm [Comment ID: 3693] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

Is there a way you could mark a bike path for the best (or least dangerous) way to get from from one part of the Bluemont Junction Trail to the continuation of the Bluemont Junction Trail? Could that be done in a way that makes drivers more aware that cyclists are using this route to get across this intersection of N. George Mason Drive with Wilson Blvd?

#003
Posted by Dexter Clifton on 05/27/2021 at 2:37pm [Comment ID: 3555] - Link
Agree: 13, Disagree: 0

Not enough space at any of these corners for a family on bikes to safely wait to finish the 2 stages of crossing required to stay on the Bluemont Junction trail.
Reply by Cathie on 05/28/2021 at 7:38pm [Comment ID: 3575] - Link
Agree: 5, Disagree: 0

Agree with comment and appreciate any remedies that would make the intersection more bike and pedestrian friendly. The lack of connection between Blue mont trail and the trail across Wilson Blvd behind the fire station is a real problem.
Reply by Paul on 05/29/2021 at 10:41am [Comment ID: 3585] - Link
Agree: 5, Disagree: 0

Agree, I’ve had difficulty at this corner with the narrow sidewalk and mounting the sidewalk and getting around the utility pole on Mason when I am on my bicycle towing a child trailer
Reply by Aila on 06/07/2021 at 10:49am [Comment ID: 3635] - Link
Agree: 3, Disagree: 0

Agree with this feedback. This is a very tight corner, especially for bikers or those with strollers or children in tow. The sidewalks creating this corner need to be widened, and the mounting to enter the sidewalk should be widened on both George Mason and Wilson Blvd. The stopping point for cars going northbound on George Mason should be pushed back further from the sidewalk entrance. I often feel I'm within inches of a stopping car if I'm crossing as cars are approaching a red light going northbound on George Mason.
Reply by Mark on 06/08/2021 at 1:30pm [Comment ID: 3646] - Link
Agree: 3, Disagree: 0

Came here to post the same comment Dexter already did. I endorse that as well as the follow up comments.
Reply by Gillian Burgess on 06/08/2021 at 4:57pm [Comment ID: 3648] - Link
Agree: 1, Disagree: 0

Agreed. For people heading from SW to NE, one solution could be a bike box in front of the crosswalk, which would give bikes a place to wait for the light to change.
Reply by Gillian Burgess on 06/08/2021 at 4:58pm [Comment ID: 3649] - Link
Agree: 1, Disagree: 0

The bike box would get people biking in that direction off that sidewalk, freeing up some space. But it's not a total solution.
Reply by Fahd Patel on 06/09/2021 at 11:51am [Comment ID: 3665] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

Agreed. Even for just a single pedestrian, this corner is tiny. Plus, cars traveling northbound on George Mason coming around the bend accelerate to beat the traffic light while pedestrians are standing there. You almost have to lean on the retaining wall of the adjoining property to stay safely out of the way.
Reply by Neil C on 06/09/2021 at 3:28pm [Comment ID: 3667] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

Echoing most of the comments already here. This corner sidewalk often forces cyclists to risk waiting in the road if trying to connect the bluemont trail while only a couple pedestrians fill the entire sidewalk.

#004
Posted by Aila on 06/07/2021 at 10:44am [Comment ID: 3634] - Link
Agree: 1, Disagree: -1

A dedicated left-turn signal needs to be added for left turns from Wilson Blvd. onto northbound George Mason for the safety of pedestrians and drivers alike. It is incredibly difficult to see oncoming traffic on Wilson Blvd, particularly if there is a car turning left onto southbound George Mason on the other side of the intersection. Additionally, pedestrians are frequently crossing George Mason simultaneously and it is easy to miss them as drivers are so focused on looking out for oncoming cars as they attempt to make the left turn. This is an incredibly active intersection between the fact that it's part of the Blue Mount trail and frequently used by those that walk or bike to the Metro in mornings and evenings. Given
there is already a dedicated left turn lane, I can't imagine it would be difficult to added a dedicated turn signal too.
Reply by Gillian Burgess on 06/08/2021 at 4:59pm [Comment ID: 3650] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

Agree. Every left turn should have a signal and only allow turns while the signal is green, so that people can safely use the crosswalks.

#005
Posted by Clifford A Roberts on 06/07/2021 at 11:05am [Comment ID: 3638] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

Need more green time for left turn from NB George Mason to WB Wilson.

#006
Posted by Fahd Patel on 06/09/2021 at 11:53am [Comment ID: 3666] - Link
Agree: 1, Disagree: -1

This would be a perfect intersection for a diagonal crosswalk like in gallery place (7th and H). Many people follow the trail and need to cross the street 2x to get from one side of the trail to another. A diagonal crossing would allow just a single crossing. The diagonal crossing could includes separate areas for pedestrians and cyclists.
Reply by Collier Cook on 06/09/2021 at 7:25pm [Comment ID: 3681] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

Yes, a Barnes Dance crossing would be very beneficial for trail users at this intersection.

#007
Posted by SG on 06/09/2021 at 6:18pm [Comment ID: 3678] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

Is it possible to extend this left turn lane? Traffic backs up as there are many cars waiting to turn left from GM to Wilson. Or make the green left arrow longer. Or have the green arrow at the start of the light and again at the end (to account for the 'leftovers' waiting to turn left).

#008
Posted by Stephen R on 05/27/2021 at 6:17pm [Comment ID: 3561] - Link
Agree: 3, Disagree: 0

Adding paint to separate pedestrians and bicyclists at the George Mason Dr/Wilson Blvd intersection would be an improvement. Most users are going to want to cross both legs to continue on the MVT.
Even better would be adding kermit for bike boxes for bicyclists making the two-leg turn, which would leave the sidewalk for people walking.

#009
Posted by Dane Henshall on 05/29/2021 at 9:55am [Comment ID: 3580] - Link
Agree: 3, Disagree: 0

Turn lane from Wilson to N George Mason.
More pedestrian crosswalks with lights
Slower traffic
Plantings in center to slow traffic
Larger sidewalks
Food trucks in the Safeway parking lot.

#010
Posted by Ritch Viola on 06/04/2021 at 3:42pm [Comment ID: 3598] - Link
Agree: 2, Disagree: 0

The alignment of the opposing left turn lanes is really bad. Westbound to southbound vehicles cannot see eastbound vehicles due to stopped vehicle waiting to turn left onto northbound George Mason. Same situation for opposing traffic from opposite direction.
Reply by Gillian Burgess on 06/08/2021 at 5:00pm [Comment ID: 3651] - Link
Agree: 1, Disagree: 0

Allowing left turns *only* when a turn signal is green would address this issue.

#011
Posted by Laura Kirkconnell on 05/28/2021 at 6:49pm [Comment ID: 3567] - Link
Agree: 1, Disagree: 0

On N. Edison Street, there is a painted line where drivers need to stop and wait for the light to change. It is set back from the corner to allow cars, trucks, and school buses to safely make the right hand turn from Wilson onto N. Edison Street. I often see drivers stopped beyond this line, too close to the corner, which makes it dangerous when cars make the sharp tun off Wilson Blvd onto N. Edison Street. Could you make it more obvious where drivers should stop on Edison to wait for the traffic light?
Reply by Laura Kirkconnell on 05/28/2021 at 6:55pm [Comment ID: 3570] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

I also put this comment in the wrong place, so I will repeat it at the correct spot. I apologize, again.
Reply by Allen norton on 06/10/2021 at 4:48pm [Comment ID: 3697] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

There is a painted solid line on the right-lane of N. Edison Street set back one car length from Wilson Blvd. If cars are supposed to stop at that line at the red light then that intersection is in effect No-Right-Turn-On-Red. If that is true then there really should be a big sign at the corner saying No-Right-Turn-On-Red. If it is not intended that that intersection be No-Right-Turn-On-Red then the solid line should be removed.

#012
Posted by Andy Eschbacher on 05/29/2021 at 10:08am [Comment ID: 3584] - Link
Agree: 6, Disagree: 0

There needs to be a left-hand turnsignal from eastbound Wilson to north bound George Mason. Even though there's an advanced walk signal for pedestrians and cyclists, it's too easy to not see them once the EB traffic has a chance to make the left once there's a gap in the WB traffic. Cars are focused on the opportunity to take the left and forget about the pedestrians/cyclists in the crosswalk. Really dangerous situation for all parties (EB vs WB traffic, turning cars into crosswalks, fast moving cars, etc.)

#013
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Posted by Laura Kirkconnell on 05/28/2021 at 6:42pm [Comment ID: 3566] - Link
Agree: 1, Disagree: 0

Drivers heading east on Wilson Blvd often run the red light at the corner of Wilson Blvd and N. Edison Street, nearly missing vehicles that are turning left from N. Edison Street to Wilson Blvd. Could you please do something to make sure drivers notice, and obey the traffic light over Wilson at N. Edison Street?
Reply by Laura Kirkconnell on 05/28/2021 at 6:52pm [Comment ID: 3568] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

I put this in the wrong spot, and cannot move it. I'll repeat the comment in the right place. I apologize.
Reply by epotter@arlingtonva.us on 06/02/2021 at 10:49am [Comment ID: 3596] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

Thanks, Laura. Appreciate you sharing!
Reply by Jody Harrington on 06/09/2021 at 8:41pm [Comment ID: 3686] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

perhaps a four way left turn signal?

#014
Posted by Gillian Burgess on 06/08/2021 at 5:02pm [Comment ID: 3654] - Link
Agree: 2, Disagree: 0

The sidewalk connection to ATS/Escuela Key to the north is too narrow.
Reply by S. S. Sundburg on 06/09/2021 at 5:42pm [Comment ID: 3676] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

I agree that all the sidewalks in this area are too narrow, and it would be ideal for them to be widened. However, this is typically a function of inadequate right of way that prevents sidewalk expansion. And unless something has changed recently, Key—like ATS—is a choice school with a lottery. There has never been a walk zone preference for children living in the Bluemont neighborhood to attend ATS, and most students arrive by private vehicle (with some by bus) because they are traveling from outside the neighborhood. Bluemont has not had a neighborhood school since Stonewall Jackson Elementary was closed circa 1970.

#015
Posted by Sandra Cleva on 06/04/2021 at 3:42pm [Comment ID: 3599] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

Obviously streets need to be resurfaced as needed. Please consider additional lights for turning left at the intersection of George Mason and Wilson. Please do NOT make Wilson Blvd. one lane as it approaches George Mason in order to create a dedicated bike lane (admittedly I'm not sure whether this stretch of Wilson already has such a lane.) Reducing Wilson to one lane between the Safeway and Patrick Henry has been OK during the pandemic but will contribute to traffic backups once commuters return to work in larger numbers.

#016
Posted by Fahd Patel on 06/09/2021 at 11:49am [Comment ID: 3664] - Link
Agree: 2, Disagree: 0

This bus stop is heavily used and could benefit from upgrades like a larger canopy to keep out the elements and real-time bus updates. Sometimes the bus is stops 10-20 feet before the actual stop, and people get confused and start walking back to board the bus before the bus stop. If the bus had a short dedicated lane to access the bus station, this would help with the loading confusion.

#017
Posted by Marie A Powell on 05/29/2021 at 12:50pm [Comment ID: 3587] - Link
Agree: 3, Disagree: 0

The left hand turn lanes on Wilson at George Mason have been helpful, but we need green arrows too. Now we have to deal with two lanes of traffic from the other direction to see if it is safe to turn left. Large vehicles frequently block vision of oncoming traffic. This is not safe!

#018
Posted by Dexter Clifton on 05/27/2021 at 2:48pm [Comment ID: 3558] - Link
Agree: 6, Disagree: 0

Drivers waiting to turn left out of here backup the whole parking lot. This should be right-in/right-out only - everything would be safer and faster. If people want to turn left onto Wilson they can go do that from Edison where they don't slow everyone else down.

#019
Posted by Dexter Clifton on 05/27/2021 at 2:57pm [Comment ID: 3560] - Link
Agree: 4, Disagree: -1

The lack of safe, low-stress bike lanes on THIS block is the only barrier preventing kids from safely biking to the ATS building (soon to be Key Immersion) using the Bluemont Junction Trail.

#020
Posted by Gillian Burgess on 06/08/2021 at 5:07pm [Comment ID: 3659] - Link
Agree: 1, Disagree: 0

This sidewalk is scary to navigate with kids.

#021
Posted by Andy Eschbacher on 05/29/2021 at 10:04am [Comment ID: 3583] - Link
Agree: 3, Disagree: 0

Like the sidewalk by 7/11 and Pupatella, this is another dangerous sidewalk where cars coming from many directions since there is not a single small entrance to these businesses.

#022
Posted by Andy Eschbacher on 05/29/2021 at 10:01am [Comment ID: 3582] - Link
Agree: 4, Disagree: -1

No crosswalk on this side of Edison, so students would need to cross both Wilson and Edison to get on the right side of the street to go to school.
Reply by Gillian Burgess on 06/08/2021 at 5:05pm [Comment ID: 3656] - Link
Agree: 1, Disagree: -1

Agree. Same with those getting from the school to Pupatella or the trail.
Reply by S. S. Sundburg on 06/09/2021 at 5:19pm [Comment ID: 3671] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

Unless something has changed recently, the nearby school is still a "choice" school w/a lottery (even though it will be Key vs. ATS). There is no walk-zone preference for local children, so the number of kids walking to school here should be minimal. I'm not opposed to mark crosswalks, but you don't have many (if any) students walking to this particular school. Most kids arrive by bus or private vehicle.

#023
Posted by JaneDoe on 05/28/2021 at 7:37pm [Comment ID: 3574] - Link
Agree: 6, Disagree: 0

Drivers leaving the parking lot from here have no signal facing them, which leads to ambiguity for those coming from the north side.
Reply by Gillian Burgess on 06/08/2021 at 5:02pm [Comment ID: 3655] - Link
Agree: 3, Disagree: 0

Agree. Either this driveway should be part of the signal, or moved out of the intersection.

#024
Posted by Gillian Burgess on 06/08/2021 at 5:05pm [Comment ID: 3657] - Link
Agree: 2, Disagree: 0

There's not a good (low-stress, appropriate for kids) way to get from the school to the trail.
Reply by S. S. Sundburg on 06/09/2021 at 5:30pm [Comment ID: 3674] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

Key, like ATS, will continue to be a "choice" school with a lottery. And unless something has changed recently, Key won't offer a preference to students living within its walk zone. As with ATS, the majority of Key students will arrive by bus or private vehicle as most are traveling from outside the Bluemont neighborhood.

#025
Posted by Peter teensma on 05/28/2021 at 9:59pm [Comment ID: 3578] - Link
Agree: 2, Disagree: 0

Often cars and school buses turn left from N Edison on Wilson Blvd and remain blocked the intersection for one or more cycles of the traffic signal. Perhaps a left turn signal from N Edison, and left turn signals on Wilson Blvd onto George Mason would help during both rush hours.

#026
Posted by Fahd Patel on 06/09/2021 at 11:46am [Comment ID: 3663] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: -1

This light is a bit confusing because it doesn't apply to drivers south of Wilson in the parking lots. It only really has relevance for those on Edison St north of Wilson who are turning left onto Wilson, but there are few people making that turn. It might make sense to remove the light and force those drivers on Edison to turn right only onto Wilson. Those drivers who need to travel eastbound onto Wilson could do so from Frederick.
Reply by S. S. Sundburg on 06/09/2021 at 5:25pm [Comment ID: 3673] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

Many people living north of Wilson use the light at N. Edison Street (on the north side of Wilson) to make a safe left turn onto eastbound Wilson Blvd. Moreover, the light at Edison and Wilson is essential for the school buses. Visibility from N. Frederick Street is poor for taking a left turn onto Wilson. The signal at N. Edison provides the safest option.

#027
Posted by Dexter Clifton on 05/27/2021 at 2:36pm [Comment ID: 3554] - Link
Agree: 6, Disagree: -1

Current bike lanes end at Frederick Street, getting me close enough to SMELL Pupatella, but not close enough to EAT Pupatella. This is in direct violation of the Geneva Convention and a clear example of cruel and unusual punishment.

#028
Posted by Laura Kirkconnell on 05/28/2021 at 6:56pm [Comment ID: 3571] - Link
Agree: 4, Disagree: 0

On N. Edison Street, there is a painted line where drivers need to stop and wait for the light to change. It is set back from the corner to allow cars, trucks, and school buses to safely make the right hand turn from Wilson onto N. Edison Street. I often see drivers stopped beyond this line, too close to the corner, which makes it dangerous when cars make the sharp tun off Wilson Blvd onto N. Edison Street. Could you make it more obvious where drivers should stop on Edison to wait for the traffic light?

#029
Posted by Laura Kirkconnell on 05/28/2021 at 6:53pm [Comment ID: 3569] - Link
Agree: 4, Disagree: 0

Drivers heading east on Wilson Blvd often run the red light at the corner of Wilson Blvd and N. Edison Street, nearly missing vehicles that are turning left from N. Edison Street to Wilson Blvd. Could you please do something to make sure drivers notice, and obey the traffic light over Wilson at N. Edison Street?
Reply by Jody Harrington on 06/09/2021 at 8:38pm [Comment ID: 3685] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

this is a very heavily travelled crosswalk from Pupatela to the Safeway parking lot. it needs flashing lights for pedestrians.

#030
Posted by SG on 05/28/2021 at 12:08pm [Comment ID: 3564] - Link
Agree: 4, Disagree: 0

Would love to have a buffer between the sidewalk and Wilson from here to George Mason. However, please no bumpouts. Also, at the crossing here (from Pupatella/Fettoosh side), the lightpole is smack in the middle of the sidewalk.

#031
Posted by Maureen on 06/09/2021 at 3:52pm [Comment ID: 3669] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

The sidewalks on Wilson from the corner of G Mason to Glebe Rd. are dangerously narrow making it impossible for disabled and most strollers, let alone people walking in opposite directions, to remain on the sidewalks. They should be widened and the utility poles removed.

#032
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Posted by Andy Eschbacher on 05/29/2021 at 10:00am [Comment ID: 3581] - Link
Agree: 5, Disagree: 0

All of the parking lot entrances here (Pupatella, 7/11) are dangerous to navigate with toddlers and strollers as cars are coming from multiple directions, including cars turning from westbound Wilson across the solid lines, cutting into the 7/11 parking lot to save going a few hundred feet more. Also people parking illegally for quick food pickups at Pupatella who are in a big hurry. Not safe for K-5 schoolers.

#033
Posted by Dexter Clifton on 05/27/2021 at 2:48pm [Comment ID: 3557] - Link
Agree: 5, Disagree: -1

Drivers waiting to turn left out of here backup the whole parking lot. This should be right-in/right-out only - everything would be safer and faster. If people want to turn left onto Wilson they can go do that from Edison where they don't slow everyone else down.

#034
Posted by Aila on 06/07/2021 at 10:59am [Comment ID: 3636] - Link
Agree: 2, Disagree: 0

The sidewalk needs to be widened and the safety precautions to walk across entrances/exits to 711, Pupptatella and the gas station need improvement (on both Wilson Blvd and N Emerson St). As people are waiting to enter or exit these establishments, they are often idling right on the sidewalk, causing pedestrians to have to navigate behind cars (walking into the parking lot) or even walk in front of the car on Wilson Blvd itself trying to avert oncoming traffic at the sametime. Cars turning into and out of these establishments are generally not concious of the fact that they are driving right over a busy sidewalk where pedestrians have no room to safely circumvent them. This is especially the case with the very busy
and packed Puppatella lot and mornings at 711 when folks are rushing in and out to grab their coffee.
Reply by Jody Harrington on 06/09/2021 at 8:42pm [Comment ID: 3687] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

all of the sidewalks between Jefferson and Glebe need to be widened. Very unsafe

#035
Posted by Nancy on 06/01/2021 at 11:02am [Comment ID: 3595] - Link
Agree: 1, Disagree: 0

The exit from the Bluemont Junction trail onto the dead end side of North Frederick Street is the only one that is not paved. It gets muddy when it rains.
Reply by Gillian Burgess on 06/08/2021 at 5:10pm [Comment ID: 3660] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

If this connection were better, it would be possible for people riding large bikes or in large groups to use the side street as an alternative to the trail when the trail is busy.

#036
Posted by Gillian Burgess on 06/08/2021 at 5:11pm [Comment ID: 3661] - Link
Agree: 2, Disagree: 0

Protected bike lanes on each side of Wilson here would provide a lot of connections and solve a lot of issues. They would also get bikes off the sidewalk and provide a buffer between people walking and cars.
This is prime road diet material.

#037
Posted by Collier Cook on 06/09/2021 at 7:17pm [Comment ID: 3680] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

Widen the sidewalk along northbound George Mason from the intersection to the paved trail. This pinch point could be addressed by expanding the sidewalk into the one or two on-street parking spaces along this stretch of roadway.

#038
Posted by Dexter Clifton on 05/27/2021 at 2:48pm [Comment ID: 3556] - Link
Agree: 6, Disagree: 0

Drivers waiting to turn left out of here backup the whole parking lot. This should be right-in/right-out only - everything would be safer and faster. If people want to turn left onto Wilson they can go do that from Edison where they don't slow everyone else down.
Reply by Gillian Burgess on 06/08/2021 at 5:06pm [Comment ID: 3658] - Link
Agree: 1, Disagree: 0

Agree. Also, drivers can go through the parking lot to Edison if they need to turn left.

#039
Posted by JaneDoe on 05/28/2021 at 7:41pm [Comment ID: 3576] - Link
Agree: 6, Disagree: -1

The sidewalk along Emerson is on the east side of the street; the crosswalk across Wilson would feel more natural as a continuation of that path, originating on the 7-11 to Safeway (SE) corner rather than the locksmith to Safeway (SW) corner.
Reply by Nancy on 06/01/2021 at 10:59am [Comment ID: 3594] - Link
Agree: 3, Disagree: -1

I agree with this comment. Walking on Emerson toward Wilson Boulevard is awkward as the crosswalk on Wilson to Safeway side should have a continuation of sidewalk on the same side of the street as the crosswalk.

#040
Posted by Allen norton on 06/10/2021 at 4:22pm [Comment ID: 3696] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

The right lane becomes Right-Turn Only right at the Safeway entrance. But when the trees along Wilson Blvd bloom in the Spring the West-bound drivers in the right lane can't see the Right-Turn Only warning sign. That sign needs to be bigger and higher.

#041
Posted by Allen norton on 06/10/2021 at 4:10pm [Comment ID: 3695] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

The Stop for Pedestrian-State Law sign at the East end of the median strip should be removed. All it does is give pedestrians a false sense of security. East-bound drivers can not even see the sign because of trees in the median strip. West-bound drivers can see the sign and the pedestrian on the median strip, but if they stop they are in the middle of an intersection and can get hit from three directions. Stop for Pedestrian-State Law signs work fine on two-lane roads. They don't work well on four-lane roads.

#042
Posted by Kate Mattos on 06/10/2021 at 3:38pm [Comment ID: 3692] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

The flashing light crosswalk at Wilson and N. Emerson has been a huge improvement! Please keep this.

#043
Posted by Ritch Viola on 06/04/2021 at 3:45pm [Comment ID: 3600] - Link
Agree: 6, Disagree: 0

It would be great if the bikelanes could be extended betwteen Frederick and George Mason Drive. If entire two blocks is not feasible then consider at least adding between Frederick and Emerson streets. Sharrow markings are of little help.
Reply by adrian on 06/08/2021 at 10:32am [Comment ID: 3643] - Link
Agree: 4, Disagree: 0

I agree with Mr. Viola. Average weekday traffic per lane for this part of the road is only 3,000. Most of the rest of Wilson has much higher traffic (16,000 total per weekday, on both sides), but we have one car lane each way. Extending the bike-lane here makes the most sense.
Reply by S. S. Sundburg on 06/09/2021 at 6:20pm [Comment ID: 3679] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

Though I understand everyone's desire to expand sidewalks and add bike lanes, we all wanted the same things when the county invested $1 million w/the ATM project to improve pedestrian (creating the pedestrian refuges) and vehicular safety along this commercial stretch of Wilson. Right of way is constrained. Likewise, there are many people stopping to turn both right and left to access local businesses. You have a large number of school buses coming in and out via N. Edison and Frederick Streets. And you have a slow-down westbound before Frederick, when thru-traffic funnels down to 1 lane (the right-hand westbound lane next to Safeway is a dedicated right-turn-only lane. These are the
reasons why we still have 2 lanes each way. I'm uncertain about the traffic counts you've noted per lane. According to VDOT's 2019 data, average weekday counts are 13,000/day at N. Geo. Mason and 14,000 at N. Larrimore St. (the two endpoints). Because the westbound right-hand lane next to Safeway is a dedicated turn lane, you don't have 4 thru-lanes in this section, just 3 lanes. http://www.virginiadot.org/info/resources/Traffic_2019/AADT_000_Arlington_2019.pdf
Reply by Neil C on 06/09/2021 at 3:31pm [Comment ID: 3668] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

I find drivers speed up right here as the single land expands to two making the sharrows even more harrowing - especially at night. It could be worth keeping as one lane up to the George Mason Drive intersection to keep the bike lane and put in bike boxes for turning.

#044
Posted by Dexter Clifton on 05/27/2021 at 2:51pm [Comment ID: 3559] - Link
Agree: 4, Disagree: -2

This grocery store is less than 2 blocks from the trail but you can't get to it on a bike without riding on a 3' wide walk with telephone poles in the middle of it or taking your life in your hands trying to cross Wilson at Frederick. Insanity.

#045
Posted by S. S. Sundburg on 06/09/2021 at 5:32pm [Comment ID: 3675] - Link
Agree: 1, Disagree: 0

Please retain the traffic islands which provide a safe place to shelter between lanes when crossing Wilson on foot or by bike.

#046
Posted by JaneDoe on 05/28/2021 at 7:36pm [Comment ID: 3573] - Link
Agree: 6, Disagree: 0

This area is where drivers in the right lane accelerate to merge/swerve left. Many don't seem to realize the road narrows to one lane.

#047
Posted by SG on 05/28/2021 at 12:05pm [Comment ID: 3563] - Link
Agree: 11, Disagree: 0

As a pedestrian crossing here, it would make more sense to continue the one lane on Wilson for cars and continue up to Emerson. I find that drivers accelerate to get in the second lane as soon as they can, unaware that there is a pedestrian crossing here.
Reply by Andy Eschbacher on 05/29/2021 at 12:36pm [Comment ID: 3586] - Link
Agree: 7, Disagree: 0

Because of the change of lanes suddenly, it's easy to lose sight that people are also wanting to cross here. As a driver, I find myself realizing really late and breaking fast to let people cross. As a pedestrian crossing here, I find that I have to be assertive and make myself visible to cross safely. This feels especially unsafe when crossing with my toddler.
Reply by Mark Potts on 06/08/2021 at 8:45pm [Comment ID: 3662] - Link
Agree: 1, Disagree: 0

Yes, I completely agree. Please extend the single lanes PAST the signaled crosswalk right before Emerson and perhaps until the second exit from the 7-11 parking lot. Many people cross at the signaled intersection, and 4 lanes is much more hazardous than two.
Reply by Allen norton on 06/10/2021 at 3:57pm [Comment ID: 3694] - Link
Agree: 1, Disagree: 0

I have noticed numerous times at this crosswalk that if the lead East-bound car stops level with the Urban Farmhouse the cars behind him can not pass him. If the lead East-bound car go just a few feet into the intersection before stopping then the cars behind him have enough room to pass him and force the pedestrian to jump out of the way. I suggest you put a bump out with plastic bollards right around the crosswalk to force drivers to stay to the left. It need not be more than 15' long. A bike lane would be nice, but there is a bus stop just before Emerson and also people do have to be able to turn right at Emerson.
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